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EXECUTIVESUNqARY

The goal of the fiber-opticdetection of BSKrproject is to produce a

sensor to detect 85Kr in real-time from either an airborne or ground-based

platform. The 85Krgas is a fissionproduct which is released in large

' quantitiesduring fuel reprocessingand in minor quantitiesduring nuclear

reactor operations. Thus an airborne plume of 8SKris a radioactivesignature

of proliferation. Since BSKrhas a 10.72 year half life, it is difficult for

a proliferatorto contain the gas for several half lives to avoid releasing

the radioactivesignatureof proliferation. The long half life also results

in a plume that can extend several kilometersfrom the source,which allows

initialproliferationmonitoring from large distances. The sensor can be used

to make stand-alone,real-timemeasurementsof 8SKrthat can be used as direct

evidence for proliferationand/or as a screeningsensor to determinewhen to

collect air samples for further laboratoryanalysis.

This report provides a summaryof the BSKrbeta sensor design that PNL

will use in the laboratoryto: I) demonstratethe measurementtechnique,2)

establishminimum detection limits,and 3) optimizethe sensor design for the

final airborne sensor package. The goal of the final airborne sensor package

will be to measure 8SKrat activity levels as low as or as close to ambient

background levels as possiblewith a reasonablysized sensor.

This report outlines the techniquethat will be used to measure 85Kr,the

modular sensor design, the design details of the multilayermodules, the pro-

posed signals to be recorded from the laboratorysensor,the electronics

required to produce the signals,and proposedlaboratorymeasurementsto

demonstrateand optimize the sensor capabilities.
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I NTRODUCTI ON

The fiber-opticdetection of 85Krproject being conductedby Pacific

Northwest Laboratory(a)willproduce a sensor to detect BSKrby keying on the

relatively low-energybeta particle emittedduring 8SKrdecay. Figure I shows

• the 8SKrdecay scheme.

8SKR I0.72 year

\ \8-
\ \ 177.25 keY (0.434%)
\ \ 514.0
\
\
ks- -Y

\ 687.4 keY (99.57%) 513.996 keY (0.434%)
\ <251>
\
\ 151.2
\
\
\ 85RB

FIGURE I. 8SKrDecay Scheme

The 687-keV maximum-energybeta decay provides the best means of detect-

ing this isotope. The 514-keVgamma ray has a low intensity (or path frac-

tion) and is very close to both the 5]1.0-keVannihilationgamma ray and the

2°8TI510.6-keV (21.6%)gamma ray, which are both commonly found in background
spectra.

The beta particle has a reasonablerange in air and will interactwith

fiber optic scintillators. The basic detection scheme uses several layers or

• mats of plastic scintillatingfibers. Detection in a layer requires detection

. (a)PacificNorthwest Laboratoryis operated for the U.S. Departmentof Energy
by BattelleMemorial Instituteunder contract DE-ACO6-76RLO1830.



of an optical photon (scintillationlight) in the photomultiplierat each end

of the fiber layer within a 20-ns time window.

Energeticbeta particles incidenton the multilayer sensor penetrate

through several fiber optic layers, interactingwith and being detected in

each layer they pass through. The detectionsignaturefor energetic beta par-

ticles is the productionof coincidencedetections in several consecutive

layers startingwith the first layer. Since less-energeticbeta particles

incident on the sensor penetratefewer layers,the detection signaturefor

low-energybeta particlesis the productionof a coincidencedetection in only

the first layer. In a crude fashionthe number of consecutivelayers with a

coincidencedetection indicatesthe incidentbeta particle energy.

Unlike beta particles,gamma rays do not interactwith every layer they

pass through. Thus gamma rays may producecoincidencedetections in only the

internal layers without a coincidencedetection in the front layer. Cosmic-

ray charged particlestend to interactwith all the layers. The sensor will

use the various combinationsof multilayercoincidencedetectionsto selec-

tively detect the BSKrbeta.

During beta decay, both a beta particle (electron)and a neutrino are

emitted with the decay energy shared betweenthem. Thus the energy distribu-

tion of the beta particleranges from zero to a maximum value (687 keV in the

case of BSKr).



SENSOR DESIGN

The fiber-opticdetection of BSKrairborne sensor will have fiber-optic

sensor modules placed on the inner wall of a large-diameter(0.5 to 1.0 meter

diameter)cylinder containingthe rapidlyflowing, real-time air sample. The

- fibers will be aligned parallel to the cylinder axis with photomultiplier

tubes (PMTs) at each end. The plastic scintillatorfibers will be 1.25 meters

long with a l-meterflat section centered in each module. The remaining

length at each end allows bundlingthe fibers to the PMTs. The I/e light

attenuationdistance of the BF-10 Bicron plastic scintillatorfibers is about

1.6 meters. Since detectable scintillationlight output from the 0.5-mm front

layer is at a premium, it is not efficientto use longer fiber lengths. Also,

the 1.5-metersensor length (with PMTs) should be able to fit in a standard

aircraft pod. An option for the airbornesensor will be to have additional

fiber mats on the horizontaldiameter to improvespatial uniformity and detec-

tion efficiency.

The laboratorysensor design will includetwo different sensor module

concepts,one with beta particlesincident from only one side of the mats

(wall modules) and the other with beta particlesincident from both sides

(diametermodules). Figure 2 shows the module design with beta particles

incident from only one side. This design uses five layers of optical fibers

and would be used at the cylinderwall. The thin, black plastic front face

blocks alpha particlesand makes the sensormodule light tight. It is also

washable and/or replaceableto reduce buildup of radioisotopesin the sensor.

The passive slab of polyethyleneblocks energeticsource betas from the

cosmic-ray anticoincidencelayer (#5). This layer should be low-Z to minimize

gamma-ray interactionprobabilities.
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* ==> old I ps electronics

FIGURE 2. InitialPrototypeSensor Design

On the right side of the figure,net coincidencecount rates are listed

that show how the sensor is expectedto operate. The beta from 36CIhas an

averageenergy of 245 keV, which is nearly the same as the 251-keV average

energy 85Krbeta. Thus the 36CIwas used as an experimentalanalog for the

8SKrbeta in the initialtests to determine sensor design. The observed net

coincidencecount rates show that the 3BCIbeta <245 keV> produces sufficient w

counts in the first two layers of this sensor to allow high detection

efficiencyfor the 8SKrbeta. The backgroundrate is largelydue to cosmic-



ray particlesthat interactwith all the layers. The 36CI beta source pro-

duced a few net counts in the third and subsequentlayers due to either betas

near the peak of the beta-energydistributionor Bremsstrahlunggamma rays.

Bremsstrahlunggamma rays, which are produced by decelerationof the beta par-

ticle, are more penetratingthan beta particlesof the same energy;

The thicknessand number of layers in this design allow for rejecting (on

an event-by-eventbasis) more energeticbeta particlesthat will produce coin-

cident detections in more than 2 layers. The thinner front layer also allows

detectionof beta particlesless energeticthan BSKrby a change in the ratio

of detections in only the first layer to detections in both the first and sec-

ond layer. The thinner front layer also reduces the probabilityof gamma-ray

detection in the first layer by providingless mass for gamma-ray interaction.

Many gamma rays can be rejected (on an event-by-eventbasis) due to interac-

tion in only internallayers,but those detected in the first layer will have

to be removed statisticallyby subtractingan estimatedcontributionto the

8SKrcount rate based on the count rate in internal layers only. Most cosmic-

ray particlescan be rejected (on an event-by-eventbasis) due to interaction

in all the layers.

The electronicsutilize a 20-ns coincidencewindow and unstretchedPMT

pulses rather than the previouselectronicswith a 1-ps coincidencewindow and

stretchedPMT pulses. The new electronicsgreatly improveexpected sensor

performance. The backgroundcoincidencerates are lower than the nominal

14 cps obtained with previous 1-ps electronicsdue to the lower chance coin-

cidence rates possiblewith the fast electronics. Also, the detection

efficiencyfor the 36CIbeta is considerablyhigher because the new electron-
ics have much better noise characteristicsthat allow the discriminator

thresholdto be well below the I-PE(a)peak. This improves the coincidence

efficiency (I-PE at each fiber end) as the square of the efficiency for

detecting I-PE signals at one end. The fast electronicsallow a significant

reduction in the minimum detectableactivityfor the sensor.

(a)A I-PE single refers to one detected optical photon,which ejects one
• photoelectronfrom the photocathodeof the PMT. This one photoelectronis

multiplied to about a million electronsas it cascades down the PMT dynode
chain as each incidenctelectron knocks about five secondaryelectronsoff
each dynode.



The 3BCIsource had an activityof 2.152E6dpm (6-3-92)or 3.518E4 #/s

with a 98.1% beta path. The 2100-cps first-layercoincidencerate corresponds

to at least an efficiencyof 12% for the half of the betas headed in the

sensor direction. Since the sourcewas only about 2 cm from the ribbon,

assuming a hemisphereof solid angle is both reasonableand conservative.

Note that for betas directly incidenton 1-mm fibers, the 3BCIcoin-

cidencerate is 3500 cps (up from 407 cps with the old electronics)and the

backgroundrate is 18 cps (down from 21-40 cps). Also for betas directly

incidenton O.25-mm fibers,the 3BCI coincidencerate is 600 cps and the back-

ground rate is 2 cps. Thus, using the O.5-mm fiber on the front face does not

greatly reduce 3BCldetectionefficiency,but using O.25-mmfibers unaccept-

ably lowers 3BCIdetectionefficiency. The effectivedetectionefficiency

using O.5-mm fibers for coincidencedetections betweenthe first two layers

can be increasedback near the 1-mm efficiencyby requiringa I-PE detection

at only one end of the O.5-mm fiber becausedark count is eliminatedby the

coincidencerequirementat both ends of the second layer.

Figure 3 shows the design with beta particles incidentfrom both sides.

This design uses six layers of opticalfibers and would be used in the plane

containingthe cylinder axis and the horizontaldiameter.
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DATA RECORDING

The laboratorydemonstrationsensor system will record the count rates

listed in Tables I and 2. Note a layer count requires at least a I-PE detec-

tion at each end of the fiber layer (double-ended20-ns coincidencein the

° layer). The laboratorydemonstrationwill record more informationchannels

than the deployed airborne sensor to determineexperimentallythe optimum sig-
nals to allow the lowest minimum detectablelevels of BSKr. In the tables,

the first column lists the counternumber (18 separate counters used). The
second column lists the criteriafor an event to incrementthat counter. The

last column lists physical causes for events that incrementparticular
counters.

TABLE I. Data RecordingScheme for 5-LayerSensor

Counter Requirements Cause

#I Layer #I (otherlayers possible)
#2 Layer #2 (otherlayers possible)
#3 Layer #3 (otherlayers possible)
#4 Layer #4 (otherlayers possible)
#5 Layer #5 (otherlayers possible)
#6 Layer #1 only very-low-energybetas or gammas
#7 Layers #I & #2 only low-energybetas or gammas
#8 Layers #I, #2 & #3 only medium-energybetas or gammas
#9 Layers #I, #2, #3 & #4 only high-energybetas or gammas
#10 Layers #I - #5 (all) cosmic rays or very-energeticgammas
#11 Layers #2 & #3 only low-energygammas
#12 Layers #3 & #4 only low-energygammas
#13 Layers #2, #3 & #4 only medium-energygammas
#14 Layers #I & #3 only between the cracks & chance coinc.
#15 Layers #2 & #4 only between the cracks & chance coinc.
#16 Layers #4 & #5 only energeticexterior betas or gammas
#17 Layer #5 only opposite side betas or gammas
#18 LIA & LIB(delayed) chance coincidencerate



TABLE 2. Data RecordingScheme for 6-Layer Sensor

CounterRequirements Cause

#I Layer #I (other layerspossible)
#2 Layer #2 (other layerspossible)
#3 Layer #3 (other layerspossible)
#4 Layer #4 (other layerspossible)
#5 Layer #5 (other layerspossible)
#6 Layer #6 (other layerspossible)
#7 Layer #I only very low-energybetas or gammas
#8 Layers #! & #2 only low-energybetas or gammas
#g Layers #I, #_ & #3 only medium-energybetas or gammas
#10 Layer #6 only very-low-energybetas or gammas
#11 Layers #6 & #5 only low-energybetas or gammas
#12 Layers #6, #5 & #4 only medium-energybetas or gammas
#13 Layers #2 & #3 only low-energygammas
#14 Layers #5 & #4 only low-energygammas
#15 L (#I & #3) or (#6 & #4)) only betweenthe cracks & chance coinc
#16 (#I, #2 or #3) and (#6, #5 or #4) cosmic rays or very-energeticgammas
#17 Layers #I - #6 (all) cosmic rays or very-energeticgammas
#18 LIA & LIB(delayed) chance coincidencerate

10



ELECTRONICS

The new fast electronicsare easily capable of 20-ns coincidencetiming.

• The 20 ns covers both the nominal 10-ns I-PE pulse width from the PMT and a

maximum optical transit time differenceof 8 ns (4-ft fibers), but minimizes
- chance coincidencerates and is the minimum reasonablecoincidencetime. The

I-PE amplituderanges between 100-200mv with I/2-inch PMTs, and the dis-

criminatorcan be easily set well below the I-PE peak (=20 mV) while still

avoiding most of the electronicsnoise (=3-5 mV). Developingthese electron-

ics has been a major third-quarterFYg3 effort.

The PMT has some after-pulsingfollowingthe initialcoincidentphotons

that range out to 500 ns. These after pulses may be due to: I) gas ions in

the PMT striking the photocathode,2) flashes of light at the anode, or 3)

photons subsequentlyreleased from the scintillatordue to either a longer-

lived fluorescencelifetimecomponentor trapping. As a result, the electron-

ics will determine and count the intralayercoincidencestates that exist

within a 20-ns window followingthe initialdouble-endedcoincidencein a

layer (firstlayer in time to fire). The electronicswill then be blocked for

the subsequent 500 ns to avoid double-countingevents. The blocking pulse

will be non-retriggerableand occur followingevery initialdouble-endedcoin-

cidence (occurring in any of the five layers). The duration of the blocking

pulse will be adjustablein the laboratoryelectronicsto allow determination

of the optimal blockingtime. The normal backgroundand signal count rates in

an individualmodule are expectedto be well below any upper limit on the

count rate due to the blocking time.

The electroniccoincidencelogic will start after an amplifier,dis-

criminator,and one-shot associatedwith each PMT as shown in Figure 4. The

amplifieris containedon a small (1 cm x 3 cm) printed circuit board located

near the PMT base. The fast discriminatorand subsequentone-shot,which

determinesthe pulse width of "LIA", is locatedon a separate small (2 cm x

4 cm) printed circuit board to separateany logic noise from the sensitive

analog front end. The remaininglogic for each module will utilize program-

mable logic arrays for low chip count. Note a double-endedcoincidenceoccurs

whenever 20-ns wide pulses from the oppositeends overlap for more than the

2-ns emitter coupled logig (ECL) rise time. The clock input loads a double-

ended coincidenceindicationon the rising edge of the clock input line.

o Since either pulse can occur first, the double-endedcoincidencewindow is 38

ns, but coincident pulses can be separatedby no more than 18 ns.

11
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t
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FIGURE 4. ElectronicLogic for Each Layer

Figure 5 shows the intralayercoincidencetiming logic. The first layer
to fire with a double-endedcoincidencestarts the timing cycle. The signal

labeled "L1x" will go high as soon as the AND gate output,which indicatesthe

double-endedcoincidencein the layer, clocks the flip-flop. Note "L1x" will

stay high until processed. Also, note that the many dark count (non-

coincidence)pulses from each PMT are ignoreddue to the double-endedcoin-

cidence requirement. The intralayercoincidencesare allowedto settle for 20

ns, which avoids counting a "#I only", a "#I & #2 only", and a "#I, #2 & #3

event" if layers #I, #2, and #3 fired sequentiallyat 3-ns intervals. The

beta transit time across all sensor layers is short relative to the 20-ns set-

tling time. At "start + 20 ns" the rising edge of "Load" clocks the "L1x"

data into a second flip-flopand "LI" and "L_" become valid. These are held

for 200 ns so the pulse to the countercard is sufficientlywide to produce a

count. At "start + 220 ns" the 20-ns wide "Clear" pulse clears all the flip-

flop data. The electronicsare blockedfor 500 ns while the "Enable" line is

low to I) block PMT after-pulses(avoidall double counting)and 2) ensure

that every counterpulse returns to the normal state before the next possible

count. Note that after "Clear"positivelyclears a layer'sflip-flops,thelow

12



state of the "Enable" line keeps them clear until the end of the blocking

time. It will be necessaryto do a "Clear"at power up.

Delay to block PMT
20-ns delay to allow after pulses
Iayer coincidences
to settle t 500-ns QF

L1x- __ _ One-Shot
L2x m tl 20-ns Q NonRetrigQ Enable

L3x -- OR _ One-Shot _ ....... (normallyI)
L4x- NonRetrig
L5x
L6x m Delay for sufficient

Load counterpulse width

t t 200-ns QI tl Narrow clearI pulse

Start Time _ One-Shot 20-ns Q-> Clear
Ist layer to fire NonRetrigQF--'-iOne-Shot

l INonRetrig,,,,,,

FIGURE 5. Logic for IntralayerCoincidenceTiming

Figure 6 shows the proposed coincidencelogic, which can be easily

implementedin a programmedlogic chip. Slight differences in propagation

delay (=2 ns) between the various layer signals (LIto L6) will not produce

sufficientlywide counter pulses to cause false counting.

The LIA and LIB (delayed)mode is intendedto provide an experimental

chance coincidencerate to allow a possiblechance coincidencecorrectionto

the BSKrrate at high count rates.

Two enhancementsto this electronicschemewill be considered. The

double-endedcoincidencetime could be reducedbelow 5 ns to only consider

detections occuring in the center of the fiber mat (flat portion not the

bundles). This could reduce relativegamma-rayefficiencywithout sacrificing

. beta-particleefficiency. The double-endedI-PE coincidencerequirementfor

the first layer can be relaxed to a single-endedI-PE detectionwhen in coin-

cidencewith anotherlayer. This could increase the efficiency for detecting

" the BSKrbeta as a coincidencebetweenthe first two layers when the first

layer uses O.5-mm fibers.

13
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FIGURE 6. IntralayerCoincidenceLogic for 6-LayerSegment
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PROPOSEDDEMONSTRATIONS

The laboratorydemonstrationsensor will utilize 15-cm-widefiber optical

ribbonsand 3/4-inch-diameterPMTs. This laboratorysensor will be placed in

a pipe sectionto which pure kryptongas can be added to demonstratethe

abilityto count low levels of 85Kractivity. This laboratorydemonstration

sensor will providemaximum coincidencerate information,which will be used

to determinethe best data and analysisto obtain the most sensitivityto 8SKr

and minimize false alarms due to other gases (such as radon). The responseof

the laboratory sensorsto severalstandard point sourceswill be determined to

demonstrateand optimize the abilityof the sensor to reject non-BSKrsources.

The idea of the several sources is to demonstratethe spatial uniformityover

the sensor air volume and the ability to separate sources based on beta-energy

and/or gamma-ray response. Pure gamma-rayresponse can be easily demonstrated

by using sealed sourceswhere the beta will not escape. Table 3 lists pos-

sible isotopic sources.

The diameter of the final prototypesensor is a tradeoff between higher

detectionefficiencyper fiber at large diameter (due to large volume of gas

near the outer wall) and better spatialuniformity (due to less variation in

the beta path length through the air). Poor spatialuniformityreduces the

ability to discriminateagainst higher-energyor lower-energybeta particles

from other radioisotopes.

A small 36CIsourcewill be used as a convenientanalog for 85Krfor map-

ping spatial response. The energetic9oy (daughterof 9°Sr)beta and energetic

234mpa(daughterof 238U) will be used to demonstraterejectionof energetic

beta particles. Both of these radioisotopesmay be present in an air sample

containingdust particles. The low-energy147pmbeta will be used to

demonstraterejectionof low-energybeta particles.

The common background isotopes(137Cs,40K,and B°Co)will be considered

to demonstrategamma-ray rejection. The arms control impact of the other

• isotopeswill be consideredand the responseof the sensor to these isotopes

will be determined if desired. Some of these other isotopes have reasonable

half-livesas well as slightlylower or slightlyhigher averagebeta particle

' energies,which would demonstratethe abilityof the sensor to perform as a

crude beta energy spectrometer.

15



TABLE 3. Possible DemonstrationSources

Source Halflife Beta Information Gamma Information

8SKr 10.72 yr <251> max 687.4 keV 99.6% None
36CI 3.0E5 yr <246> max 709.2 keV 98.1% None
9°Sr 28.5 yr <196> max 546.0 keV 100% None
9oy 64.1 hr <934> max 2,284 keV 99+% 2186,187 (I.4E-6%)
234mpa 1.17 m <819> max 2.207 keV 98.6% 1001.0(0.65%)& others
234pa 6.70 hr <215> max 131(20%) & 926(23%) & others
147pm 2.62 yr <62> max 225 keV 99.99% 121.3(.0028%)197.4(3E-7%)

COMMON BACKGROUNDPROBLEM ISOTOPES
I_7Cs 30.17 yr <188> max 1171 514 661.66(85.21%)
4°K 1.3E9 yr <455> max 1312 keV 89.3% 1460.832(89.3%)
6°Co 5.27 yr <96> 1173(99.90%)1332(99.98%)

OTHER ISOTOPESOF POSSIBLE INTEREST
Z33Ba 10.54 yr none 356(62.2%) & others to 384
32Si 104 yr <69> max 225 keV 100% none
32p 14.28 d <695> max 1,710 keV ]00% none
Bgsr 50.52 d <583> max 1492 keV 100-% 909.15(.0095%)
I_3Sn 129.2 d <523> max 1.42 1088.63% (0.6%)
17°Tm 128.6 d <315> max 968 keV 84.3(3.2%)
186mRe 2E5 yr none IT
186Re 3.77 d <323> max 1071 933 137(8.5%)
2°4TI 3.78 yr <238> max 763(97.4%) none
14C 5730 yr <49.5> max 157 none
39Ar 269 yr <218> max 565 none
42Ar 32.9 yr <233> max 600 none
1291 1.6E7 yr <41.5> max 192 39.6 (7.5%)
135Cs 2.3E6 yr <56> max 205 none

The laboratorydemonstrationwill attemptto minimize the background
rates to allow estimationof a minimumdetectable level of BBKr. The ultimate

background reductionfor a ground based would sensor would require active

anticoincidenceshieldingand passive low-Z material shielding. The

laboratorydemonstrationsensor will not take full advantageof these shield-

ing techniques until the most efficientdetectionmodes are experimentally
determined.
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